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Patch.Greetings from
the L-MOD team! In
early July, we sent

out an email to all L-
Mod project leads

explaining the new L-
Mod steering and
submitting GitHub
issues in hopes to
reach consensus. In
this week’s L-Mod

issue, we explain the
process, show some of
the issues, and give a
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quick update on the
status of new and

planned features. Why
L-Mod? Over the last
year and a half, L-Mod
has become a go-to
model for the real-
time, multiplayer

nature of
Lightwave’s”out of the
box” default behavior.
The tool’s dynamic
adjustments give the

user maximum
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flexibility and
control over their
scene. Here are some
of the advantages and
features over other

Lightwave plugins, in
the order in which we
cover them: L-Mod
offers precise

raycasting to control
exactly which surfaces
are considered visible

to the player. No
other Lightwave
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plugins offer precise
control and visibility
for this audience. No
other plugins include
L-Mod’s practical use
of raycasting for out
of the box built-in or
included visibility

methods. L-Mod
includes a first-
person camera mode,

giving the player full
control of the camera

view from the
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perspective of the
player. L-Mod supports
pretty much any type

of dynamic lighting. L-
Mod provides the most
accurate rendering of
rendered material for
real-time raycasting
and reflections. And
that’s not all! Some

planned future
features include: The
option to be able to
rotate the camera at
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any time.
Standardizable

behavior for multiple
resolutions. An

automatic fallback to
the previous behavior
when a new setting is
introduced. Dynamic
lighting with direct
rendering, which

simulates streaming
directly into the
shader as rays are
calculated. Dynamic
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lighting with indirect
rendering, which

simulates streaming
through an inverted
environment, i.e.
reflecting off all

surfaces before being
directed to the

shader. Lightweight
shadows and textures,
allowing full support
for multiple texture
map layers to be

utilized by dynamic
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lighting. Differently
colored rays for each
material Volumetric

illumination.
Conclusion We’re

excited to see what
the community comes up
with using L-Mod, and
we’re very happy to
have thousands of

people on 1cb139a0ed
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